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6. The Waters of Parnassus

 "The waters of Parnassus... quench appetite and

 desires"

 —Francis Bacon

 Francis Bacon was born in 1561, 3 years before William, and died in

 1626, having outlived the Stratford man by 10 years. Not only is his

 lifespan entirely consistent with the Baconian theory of Shakespeare

 authorship but it also overcomes certain difficulties associated with the

 orthodox claimant. Many centre on the publication of the First Folio of

 1623—the apparent revisions made for it and the appearance in print for

 the first time of half the plays, especially. The fact of the matter is that

 Bacon had more time to hone and perfect the masterpieces than William

 and was available to supervise the publication of the collected works.

 Someone, for example, took the decision to place one of the last plays—

 perhaps even the last—first in the Folio. Supporters of William have no

 rational explanation for this decision but, as we shall see, a Baconian does.

 Francis Bacon's father was Sir Nicholas Bacon, Elizabeth's first Lord

 Keeper. His mother Anne was the second daughter of Sir Antony Cooke,

 who had been the tutor of Edward VI. She was also the sister of the wife of

 William Cecil, later Lord Burghley, who was thus Francis Bacon's uncle.

 One theory actually contends that Bacon was the son of Queen Elizabeth

 and Robert Dudley, Earl of Leicester. In any case, he was clearly brought

 up in the court circle, and this background also qualifies him for the

 authorship. The aristocratic temperament and knowledge of court life

 displayed by Shakespeare is perfectly in keeping with the Baconian theory.

 On being presented to the Queen at age 12, she asked him how old he was,

 and he replied: "Two years younger than Her Majesty's happy reign".

 Apparently she was much impressed by this reply and soon developed the

 habit of calling him her 'young Lord Keeper'.

 Cultural Background

 Nicholas Bacon was the son of a sheep-reeve who attended the abbey

 school in Bury St. Edmunds and won a bible scholarship to Cambridge.

 His gratitude to the university was shown later in several benefactions,

 including the founding of six scholarships and the donation of  200 books
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to the library. He was particularly fond of collecting sayings or apophthegms

from classical texts. George Puttenham thought him "a most eloquent man

and of rare learning and wisdom, as I ever knew England to breed". Ben

Jonson even compared him to Cicero. This was not mere flattery of a man

in high office. Nicholas was something of a scholar, and Puttenham notes

that "I have come to the lord keeper Sir Nicholas Bacon and found him

sitting in his gallery alone with the works of Quintilian before him"

(quoted in Lisa Jardine and Alan Stewart: Hostage to Fortune, 1999, p24).

Bacon's mother was one of the most highly educated and accomplished

women of her time. She was conversant in Greek, Latin, French and

Italian. All Cooke's five daughters were widely esteemed from their youth

for their erudition and piety. According to Thomas Fuller, "they were all

most eminent scholars, the honour of their own, the shame of our sex".

The scholar Walter Haddon said that the Cooke household was rather like

a small university. Anne grew up to be an earnest, rather intolerant

Calvinist and translator of Italian sermons and religious books. As a

Puritan, she was deeply dissatisfied with the compromises of the Elizabethan

Reformation. Yet Francis rejected her Puritanism. He instead followed in

the footsteps of his father, who had chosen the family motto, mediocria

firma (moderate things endure). Indeed, as in Shakespeare, Francis steered

a middle course in religious matters. Moreover, Puritans tended to

disapprove of poetry and drama and this would certainly supply a further

explanation of concealment, if indeed Bacon was Shakespeare.  Thus,

when Bacon's brother Anthony bought a house in Bishopsgate Street in

London's theatre district in the spring of 1594, Anne wrote to her son of

her sense of anxious foreboding that he was living "so near a place

haunted with such pernicious and obscene plays and theatres".

When he was 12, Bacon was sent to Cambridge and put under John

Whitgift, Master of Trinity and later Archbishop of Canterbury, who

happens to be one of the guarantors of Venus and Adonis. We have seen

that there is evidence, too, of Shakespeare's attendance at Cambridge,

which was outlined in Chapter 2. For example, we pointed out that one of

the lecturers, Dr. Caius, was clearly the model for the character of that

name in The Merry Wives of Windsor. In the play, he is a physician, he

came from abroad, was extremely quarrelsome and hated Welshmen. The

real Dr. Caius, according to the Dictionary of National Biography, was a

physician, had lived abroad, was extremely quarrelsome, and hated

Welshmen. In the spring of 1573, just when Bacon entered the university,

a controversy developed over the outbursts of Caius which caused such an

upset at the university that Burghley, the Queen's Lord Treasurer and

Bacon's uncle, was called upon to mediate. The issue was resolved by the
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death of Caius at the end of July 1573. At this time, William Shakspere

 was living at Stratford, 9 years old.

 Bacon left Cambridge after 3 years without taking a degree because he

 believed that the university had little to teach him. Rawley in his Life says:

 "Whilst he was commorant in the university, about sixteen years of

 age, (as his lordship hath been pleased to impart unto myself), he first

 fell into the dislike of the philosophy of Aristotle; not for the worthless-

 ness of the author, to whom he would ever ascribe all high attributes,

 but for the unfruitfulness of the way; being a philosophy (as his

 lordship used to say) only strong for disputations and contentions, but

 barren of the production of works for the benefit of the life of man; in

 which mind he continued to his dying day" (William Rawley: Life of

 Bacon, 1657).

 Jardine and Stewart in their 1999 biography think that this suggestion

 of precocious philosophical insight ought perhaps to be taken with a pinch

 of salt, and that more likely Bacon's hostility to the Aristotelians dates

 from his maturity and was superimposed on memories of those early years

 at Trinity. Maybe so, but even before he went to university, according to

 David Lloyd in The Statesmen and Favourites of England (1665), "at

 twelve his industry was above the capacity and his mind beyond the reach

 of his contemporaries".

 In June 1576 he and his brother Anthony were admitted to Gray's Inn

 to study law. However, a few months later Bacon went in the household of

 Sir Amyas Paulet, the Queen's Ambassador and Bacon's French tutor, to

 France. He spent nearly 3 years abroad, certainly in France but possibly

 also in Italy, if not in the period 1576-79 then perhaps in the period 1581-

 2. Pierre Amboise in his biography of Bacon published in 1631 states that

 he visited Italy and Spain as well as France. It is perhaps significant that

 two of the earliest Shakespeare plays, Henry VI and Love's Labour's Lost,

 have settings in precisely those regions of France that we know Bacon

 visited. Furthermore, the latter play is used by its author to attack the

 Aristotelian philosophy that Bacon himself found so barren an influence

 at Cambridge.

 The Hermit

 In 1579, after his father's death, Bacon returned to England and again

 took up residence at Gray's Inn. For the next 16 years or so it was his

 home. Here he went through the various steps of the legal profession, but

 quite clearly his legal work was done only as a necessity because his real

 aims were in other directions. In a letter to Essex he writes: "I am

 purposed not to follow the practice of the law... and my reason is only
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because it drinketh too much time, which I have dedicated to better

purposes". All his biographers agree that the 1580s and 1590s were more

obscure years than might have been expected in the case of a man of

Bacon's genius and background. He seemed to live very much as a recluse

in his chambers; indeed, among some of the friends with whom brother

Anthony corresponded, Francis was known as 'the hermit'.

Could these 'better purposes' which Bacon pursued in the privacy of his

Gray's Inn chambers have been poetry and drama? Certainly, some of

these activities were disapproved of by some people. Thus in a later letter

to him Sir Thomas Bodley, founder of the Bodleian library, acknowledges

receipt of Bacon's Cogita et Visa and congratulates him on having at last

chosen a fitting subject, namely natural philosophy, "which course, would

to God, to whisper as much in your ear—you had followed at the first,

when you fell to the study of such a subject as was not worthy such a

student". To what subject was Bodley referring? In view of the fact that

Bodley disliked drama and refused to admit plays into his library, he could

well have been referring to Bacon's playwrighting activities.

There is also a curious remark by Bacon himself in a letter to Lord

Burghley in 1592 which contains his famous avowal that "I have taken all

knowledge to be my province". In the next sentence he says that he wishes

he could "purge it of two sorts of rovers, whereof the one with frivolous

disputations, confutations and verbosities, the other with blind experiments

and auricular traditions and impostures, have committed so many spoils".

Here is Bacon saying that, although he was deeply interested in all kinds

of knowledge, two areas in particular preoccupied him. The first, the

'frivolous disputations' was presumably the law. But what were the 'auricular

traditions and impostures'? Were they plays? What else they might be is

not clear. It was precisely at this time—the early 1590s—that the

Shakespeare plays began to be performed regularly, so again we find that

Bacon's life is perfectly consistent with the Baconian theory.

The 1580s to early 1590s is a key period. We have seen that William

left the obscure and earthy environment of Stratford about 1586 or 1587,

with little if any formal education and presumably no important London

contacts. Yet we are asked to believe that within a few years he was

churning out plays and poems which show from the earliest a courtly

intimacy and depth of learning and legal knowledge that would normally

take several years to acquire—assuming that he ever had the opportunity

to do so. For Bacon, at least, these requirements were well met. He was a

scholar, a lawyer and an aristocrat. He also had more time than William to

develop his craft. We could give him even 10 years—say from 1581 to

1591—in which he could refine the 'works of my recreation', to employ
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the mysterious phrase that he himself used in one of his letters (a recreation

 is, of course, literally a new creation).

 Bacon's life fits the chronology of the plays better than William's in

 another sense. It overcomes the problems raised by evidence of performance

 prior to the 1590s. In particular, there is the question of Hamlet. Thomas

 Nashe makes two extant printed references to this play having been staged

 in the 1580s. In his preface to Sidney's Astrophel and Stella (1591) he

 states that the soliloquy 'to be, or not to be' had been heard on the stage for

 5 years, i.e. since 1586. And in his preface to Greene's Menaphon (1589)

 he alludes to whole 'Hamlets, I should say handfulls of tragical speeches'.

 Since William came to London at about the same time, orthodox scholars

 realise that to credit him with the play to which Nashe refers would stretch

 credulity too far. So what they have done is to invent a tradition that there

 was an earlier Hamlet, an Ur-Hamlet, probably written by Thomas Kyd.

 There is not the slightest evidence for this conjecture. On the other hand, it

 seems more reasonable to assume that Nashe's Hamlet was indeed an

 early work of Shakespeare's. Its sharpness and autobiographical tone

 suggest that it might even have been the first play.

 Gesta Grayorum

 There is one activity that we know Bacon indulged during this Gray's

 Inn period. He became a leader in the revels, masques and other

 entertainments performed by the Graians (residents of Gray's Inn legal

 community). His mother expressed her disapproval to Bacon's brother

 Anthony when on 5th December 1594 she wrote: "I trust they will not

 mum nor mask nor sinfully revel at Gray's Inn". But they did and Bacon

 did.  Entertainments for which he was wholly or partly responsible during

 his lifetime included The Misfortunes of Arthur, A Conference of Pleasure,

 and The Masque of an Indian Prince, and on this occasion it was to be the

 Gesta Grayorum. 'Gray's Inn Revels or Plays' would be a reasonable

 translation of this phrase ('gestus' being the gesture of an actor; gesta are

 also deeds or exploits). It was a series of masques and other revelries

 performed at Gray's Inn in the winter of 1594-5. Gray's Inn had been

 famous for its Christmas revels but for some years they had not been

 celebrated, so it was decided to revive them. A Lord of Misrule was

 elected to be the Prince of Purpoole (Gray's Inn was situated in the manor

 of Purpoole in Holburn) who was given a privy council and knights to rule

 over his pantomime kingdom. Since a student called Henry Helmes was

 elected as the Prince for 1594, his knights were called the Order of the

 Helmet. Among its activities, this order "shall endeavour to add conference
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and experience by reading", and also "frequent the theatre, and such like

places of experience".

We know about these events from an anonymous work called Gesta

Grayorum, or the History of the High and Mighty Prince Henry, first

printed in 1688. The publisher does not tell us where he obtained the

manuscript nor how or from whom the name of the festivities arose. Yet it

is obvious: the person who named the festivities 'Gesta Grayorum' took it

from the 'Gesta Danorum'. And what is that? Why, the work written by

Saxo Grammaticus which included the main source of Hamlet. Here,

perhaps, is a little hint that the person who devised the 'Gesta Grayorum'

also wrote that great play.  Anyway, what the 1688 work says is that at the

performance on Innocents' Night, 28th December 1594, the 'ambassador'

of the neighbouring 'kingdom' of the Inner Temple had been invited, but

he arrived with a great train and the hall at Gray's Inn couldn't cope with

the numbers. There was "a crowd upon the stage", and the performers

mysteriously disappeared. The Graians, it says, had to retrieve their

reputation as quickly as possible and so "a Comedy of Errors like to

Plautus his Menechmus was played by the players". This is generally

regarded as a clear reference to the Shakespeare play. Here, then, was a

masque written at least partly by Bacon and a play written by Shakespeare

being performed at the same venue on the same night. But it hardly makes

sense to suppose that the play and the actors were produced out of a hat as

a last recourse when things were going badly. The play's performance

must have been planned in advance, and in any case the stage was

presumably cleared to make way for it.

The next night a mock trial was held in which inquiry was made into

the disturbances of the previous evening and a "sorcerer or conjuror that

was supposed to be the cause of that confused inconvenience" was

arraigned. Among other outrages he was charged with "foisting a company

of base and common fellows to make up our disorders with a play of errors

and confusions". After many pleas and counterpleas he was acquitted and

amends were made to the guests from the Inner Temple on 3rd January,

when a lavish musical show including the masque The Knights of the

Order of the Helmet, was given in their honour, with several distinguished

guests present, including the earls of Southampton and Essex. Yet again,

if the reader consults the Gesta Grayorum (reproduced on

internet.cybermesa.com/), he will see that the trial is far too elaborate to

have been extemporised. There are three detailed legal documents which

must have been written beforehand and the whole proceedings would

have had to be rehearsed. Reading accounts of other revelries suggests

that there was a customary pattern at many of them—mock disorders and
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a mock trial of the organisers, just as the title 'Lord of Misrule' indicates—

 and Gesta Grayorum was following it, even to the extent of having a play

 chosen on this very theme of 'errors and confusions'. The whole event was

 clearly stage-managed, including the play.

 There is no record of Shakespeare's The Comedy of Errors having been

 performed before. Most of the orthodox arbitrarily insist that, although

 this was probably the play's first performance, it was written earlier. In

 The Age of Shakespeare (2004), Frank Kermode says, without offering

 any evidence at all, that it had probably been in existence two or three

 years before (p62, 2005 edn). Most orthodox critics are adamant that it

 was not written for this occasion. But surely they are wrong. One who

 does accept a 1594 dating is Sidney Thomas, writing in Shakespeare

 Quarterly 7. He argues that it was probably written in that year and

 implies that it was specially written for the Gray's Inn Revels (1956,

 pp377-384). What supports this conclusion is, first of all, the fact that it is

 by far Shakespeare's shortest play and therefore ideal as an afterpiece, a

 short, boisterous comedy with a happy, festive ending, to cap an evening

 of Christmas revels. Moreover, the errors and confusions which are

 prominent motifs in the play are in keeping with the mock disorders which

 preceded it. Also, the play and the mock trial on 29th December share a

 common sorcery theme. Again, the play has certain stylistic features

 which are common to the plays of the mid-1590s. Thus the proportion of

 prose to verse (12%) is closer to Romeo and Juliet (13%), generally

 thought to have been written at this period, than to the earlier comedies,

 and the same is true in relation to rhymed lines. We might add that the

 clever structure and brilliant plotting of the play are simply not the work

 of a novice.

 A reason for denying that The Comedy of Errors was written specifically

 for the Gray's Inn revels of December 1594 is to avoid consideration of the

 possibility that Francis Bacon actually wrote the play himself. At the very

 least, we can probably say that Bacon was the 'sorcerer or conjuror' who

 caused all the confusion and who was given the mock trial. He certainly

 wrote some of the Gesta Grayorum. Many Baconians argue that he wrote

 all of it. According to Spedding, his biographer, who was not a Baconian,

 he certainly wrote the speeches of the six counsellors in the masque

 performed on 3rd January 1595. These speeches make up a consideration

 proportion of the Gesta Grayorum:

 "That Bacon had a hand in the general design is merely a conjecture;

 we know that he had a taste in such things and did sometimes take a

 part in arranging them; and the probability seemed strong enough to

 justify a more detailed account of the whole evening's work than I
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should otherwise have thought fit. But that the speeches of the six

councilors were written by him, and by him alone, no one who is at all

familiar with his style, either of thought or expressions, will for a

moment doubt it. They carry his signature in every sentence. And they

have a much deeper interest for us than could have been looked for in

such a sportive exercise belonging to so forgotten a form of idleness.

All of these councilors  speak with Bacon's tongue and out of Bacon's

brain; but the second and fifth speak out of his heart and judgment

also" (James Spedding: Introduction to Gesta Grayorum in: James

Spedding, Robert L. Ellis, Douglas D. Heath, eds. The Works of

Francis Bacon. 1870).

And what of the play? In 1938 the Stratfordian Edgar I. Fripp in his

Shakespeare Man and Artist (1938) suggested that Bacon was probably

the 'sorcerer' responsible for bringing Shakspere's company from Shoreditch

to perform The Comedy of Errors that night. But is there any evidence that

Bacon was the actual author of the play? There are certainly many

similarities between the Gesta Grayorum and The Comedy of Errors. The

play is about errors and confusions due to sorcery, a theme which runs

through the Gesta Grayorum and, as we have seen, the mock trial refers to

a 'sorcerer' or 'conjuror'. Both these terms are used several times in the

play. Also, Dr. Pinch, the schoolmaster, as well as being called 'a conjuror',

is called a 'wretch', just as in the Gesta Grayorum the sorcerer or conjuror

is called 'a poor harmless wretch'.

Apart from the similarities, there is some external evidence of Bacon's

authorship of the play. Consider first the negative case against William. If

the man from Stratford was its author, it would have been a costly

production to write for only one performance. There is also the likelihood

that it was not in any case his company, the Lord Chamberlain's Men, who

performed the play, since the Chamber Accounts indicate that on 28th

December 1594 it played before the Queen who was at her palace of

Greenwich. If William wrote The Comedy of Errors it is very unlikely that

his company would have allowed it to be performed by a rival company.

Again, the theme of mistaken identity was the subject of an earlier Gray's

Inn play, Supposes, written by George Gascoigne, a member of the Inn, in

1566. Stratfordians even acknowledge Shakespeare's indebtedness to this

earlier play, yet they do not inform us how the man from Stratford became

familiar with it. Gascoigne's play, which is rather academic in nature, was

never, as far as we know, performed on the public stage. It does raise a

further point, namely that members of Gray's Inn traditionally wrote their

own plays and masques. This was certainly the case for the Christmas

revels of 1587-8, the last major occasion before 1594. If the organisers of

the Gesta Grayorum asked an outsider to write The Comedy of Errors, it
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would probably have been a break with precedent.

 We cannot prove that Bacon was the author of The Comedy of Errors,

 but we can confidently say that he was  involved in some manner with it.

 At the very least, he commissioned and arranged its first performance on

 28th December 1594. He even refers to it, albeit obliquely in The

 Advancement of Learning (1605), where he likens the surprising

 subordination of virtue to pleasure in some ancient philosophical systems

 to "some comedies of errors, wherein the mistress and the maid change

 habits". The irony here is that in Shakespeare's play and in Shakespeare

 generally the reverse is the truth: wisdom and virtue are lurking beneath

 the mask of pleasure.

 The Gesta Grayorum festivities actually continued until Shrove Tuesday

 and included a procession by the lawyers up the Thames on 1st February

 in pretence of the Prince of Purpoole and his Knights of the Helmet

 returning from a campaign in Russia against Negro-Tartars. The

 blackamours who accompany the Russians in Love's Labour's Lost are the

 equivalent of the Negro-Tartars in the Gray's Inn Revels. Moreover,

 Rosaline's jibe in Love's Labour's Lost, "Sea-sick, I think, coming from

 Muscovy", echoes the excuse made by the Prince of Purpoole who, on his

 return from the mock visit to Russia, wrote a letter to the Queen excusing

 himself from attending on her Majesty that day because of his exhaustion

 "by length of my journey, and my sickness at sea". Berowne's speech in

 Love's Labour's Lost echoes that of the Sixth Counsellor in the Gesta

 Grayorum masque, The Order of the Knights of the Helmet, which was

 enacted on 3rd January 1595.

 One further point about this Gray's Inn period is relevant to our

 purpose. In 1588, at the age of 15, Southampton entered Gray's Inn, a year

 before he graduated from Cambridge. Southampton's father had died

 young and he had been brought up as a ward of Burghley, Bacon's uncle.

 At Gray's Inn Bacon and Southampton became close friends, and the

 relationship was possibly homosexual. Southampton was a law student;

 Bacon was a barrister since 1582 and, since 1588, a Reader at the Inn.

 Southampton was present during the Gray's Inn revels mentioned above,

 as was Essex (see below). In 1593 and 1594 the poems Venus and Adonis

 and The Rape of Lucrece were published, both with dedications to

 Southampton. The second is affectionate: 'The love I dedicate to your

 lordship is without end'. So here are Bacon and Shakespeare on intimate

 terms with the same nobleman during the same period. It is possible,

 though, that by the end of 1594 the relationship between Bacon and

 Southampton had cooled somewhat.
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Twickenham's Merry Tales

In the world of literature Francis Bacon is recognised primarily as an

essayist and philosopher. But most of this writing appeared relatively late

in his life. Very little was published under his name until 1597, when a

slim volume of 10 essays appeared. We have just been discussing a period

of about 16 years, from his entry to Gray's Inn, during which there is little

overt evidence of literary activity. Spedding, his major biographer, believed

that the output about which we know would have occupied him less than 6

months. Yet it is clear that he was a man of immense mental energy, that

he was deeply interested in literature, and that he had a phenomenal

command of language. Of course, all this is perfectly consistent with his

authorship of Shakespeare, for it was during this very period of Bacon's

apparent leisure that the plays were coming forth in rapid succession.

Bacon's other main home during the 1590s was Twickenham Park—

two lodges and land beside the Thames, across the river from the court at

Richmond. The tenancy of this property had been in the Bacon family

since 1574. Bacon used it as a retreat where he could think and write. He

mentioned the latter purpose in an entry in a notebook which has been

called the Promus and to which we shall return in a later chapter. It covers

a period of just over a year from December 1594 to January 1596. The

entry on an undated page reads: "Ye law at Twick'nam for merrie tales".

'The law' could mean the 'law term' or perhaps it could refer to law

students helping him to write the Gesta Grayorum. There is a letter from

him to his brother Anthony on 25th January 1595 in which he says: "I

have here an idle pen or two, specially one that was cozened, thinking to

have gotten some money this term; I pray send me somewhat for them to

write out besides your Irish collection is almost done". This clearly indicates

that Bacon had some men doing copying work for him.

Another letter, this time to Essex, which Spedding dates about January

1595, is perhaps a clue to his activities at Twickenham. He reminded

Essex of  his promise to petition the Lord Keeper about the post of

Solicitor-General, although he asked him "not to conceive out of this my

diligence in soliciting the matter that I am either much in appetite or much

in hope. For as for appetite, the waters of Parnassus are not like the waters

of the Spa, that give a stomache; but rather they quench appetite and

desires". Parnassus was a mountain where Apollo, the God of poetry, and

the Muses lived and therefore it was the mythical home of poetry. Near the

foot of the mountain was Delphi and nearby the Castalian spring was

situated. Many great poets believed that these Castalian waters had qualities

which could induce creativity. Milton, for example, writes: "I thrice

sprinkled my happy lips with Castalia's wine". So here is Bacon saying
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that he was drinking these waters and that his preoccupation with poetry

 was quenching his appetite for worldly place. And the poetry must have

 been comic drama, or 'merrie tales'. It is difficult to see what else it could

 have been. In short, Bacon is saying that he was writing comedies at

 Twickenham. We should bear in mind that the mid-1590s were

 Shakespeare's most prolific period. Not only The Comedy of Errors but

 also Love's Labour's Lost, A Midsummer Night's Dream and possibly The

 Taming of the Shrew and The Two Gentlemen of Verona were comedies

 written at this time.

 Essex And After

 Bacon was not entirely a recluse during the period. In 1581 he became

 an MP, but his parliamentary duties were never onerous and he aspired to

 a high position in the judiciary. About 1591 he attached himself to the Earl

 of Essex, partly because he was the Queen's favourite and could therefore

 press his claims for advancement (Essex and Southampton also became

 friends about this time). However, Elizabeth showed a marked reluctance

 to promote Francis and, when the office of Attorney-General fell vacant in

 1593, she refused to listen to Essex's enthusiastic advocacy of his claims.

 His mortal enemy, Coke, secured the post instead. According to Spedding,

 the strongest point against Bacon's pretensions for the post was his want

 of practice. His opponents said that "he had never entered the place of

 battle", i.e. never held a brief. What certainly didn't help matters was his

 Commons opposition to the collection of a triple subsidy, which incurred

 the intense displeasure of the Queen.

 Jardine and Stewart write that "the disastrous personal consequences

 of the parliamentary battles fought in the name of his conscience

 disillusioned Francis Bacon as to the possibility of ever making his name

 at court" (op.cit, p144).

 But if Bacon never held a brief, what was he doing? His mother wrote

 to his brother Anthony that Francis "was musing on she knew not what".

 Bacon wrote to Essex:

 "My Lord,

 I thank your Lordship very much for your kind and comfortable

 letter, which I hope will be followed at hand with another of more

 assurance. And I must confess this very delay hath gone so near me, as

 it hath almost overthrown my health. For when I revolved the good

 memory of my father, the near degree of alliance I stand to my Lord

 Treasurer [William Cecil], your Lordship's so signalled and declared

 favour, the honorable testimony of so many counsellors, the

 commendation unlaboured and in sort offered by my Lords the Judges
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and the Master of the Rolls elect; that I was voiced with great

expectation, and (though I say it myself) with the wishes of most men,

to the higher place; that I am a man that the Queen hath already done

for; and princes, especially her Majesty, loveth to make an end where

they begin; and then add hereunto the obscureness and many exceptions

to my competitors; when (I say) I resolve all this, I cannot but conclude

with myself that no man ever received a more exquisite disgrace. And

therefore truly, my Lord, I was determined, and am determined, if her

Majesty reject me, this to do. My nature can take no evil ply ; but I will

by God's assistance, with this disgrace of my fortune, and yet with that

comfort of the good opinion of so many worthy and honorable persons,

retire myself with a couple of men to Cambridge, and there spend my

life in my studies and contemplations without looking back. I humbly

pray your Lordship to pardon me for troubling you with my melancholy,

etc" (Spedding: op.cit, Vol. 1, p290).

The year 1596 brought Essex to the zenith of his power and popularity.

His leading part in the capture of Cadiz turned him into something of a

national hero. Elizabeth became very jealous of Essex's growing military

reputation and clearly now regarded him as a rival and possible usurper.

Bacon, too, was beginning to feel doubts about his patron's behaviour, and

in October 1596 he wrote to Essex, urging him to shun any appearance of

popularity or "impression of martial greatness". Instead, he must seek the

favour of the Queen alone by taking up some quiet post at court. But

Bacon's advice fell on deaf ears. Essex was by now absorbed in the

preparations against a Spanish invasion and then with the Islands Voyage

of 1597, in which he insisted on sole command. Essex's growing popularity

also seemed to occupy the mind of Shakespeare at this same period, and

we can see it in Richard II, published for the first time in 1597, anonymously

as were all the plays up till that date. The play deals with the deposition of

Richard II by Henry Bolingbroke, Duke of Hereford, and obvious parallels

were made with Elizabeth and Essex, whose second title also happened to

be Hereford.

In 1599 the Queen reluctantly consented to the appointment of Essex

as commander of the troops sent to end the O'Neill rebellion in Ireland.

Later in the year he returned suddenly without the Queen's permission,

having made a humiliating truce with the Irish leader. For this conduct he

was placed under arrest and was not released until the summer of 1600. In

February 1601 Essex and about 200 followers, including Southampton,

made a desperate attempt to raise the city of London in support of a plan to

seize the Queen and force her to change the Government. The rebellion

failed and Essex was tried and executed for treason; Southampton, the

intimate friend of Bacon and Shakespeare, was spared although he had
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taken a leading part in the rising.

 The Essex affair is relevant to our investigation not only because of the

 effect it had on Bacon's mind—and, as we shall see, on Shakespeare's—

 but also because it provides a link between Bacon and the play of Richard

 II mentioned above. It is in fact the only known occasion when Bacon

 actually made a reference to a Shakespeare work. It occurs in a Declaration

 which he was asked to write in 1601 in defence of the Queen's handling of

 the rebellion. One of those tried was Gelly Meyrick, the commander at

 Essex's house, and Bacon writes:

 "The afternoon before the rebellion, Meyrick, with a great number

 of others, that afterwards were all in the action, had procured to be

 played before them the play of deposing King Richard the Second;

 neither was it casual, but a play bespoken by Meyrick, and not only so,

 but when it was told him by one of the players, that the play was old,

 and they should have loss in playing it, because few would come to see

 it, there was forty shillings extraordinary given to play, and so,

 thereupon, played it was."

 The play had been popular and had certainly caused the Queen some

 anxiety. In August 1601 she remarked to Lambard, the Keeper of the

 Records, that "this tragedy was played forty times in open streets and

 houses", and again, "I am Richard, know you not that?"  Yet, despite the

 Queen's anxiety, despite the strict enforcement of the law against other

 'treasonable' writings, and despite the frequent references made to the play

 at the Essex trial, no direct mention was made of the author and no

 apparent attempt was made to apprehend him. In view of what happened

 to other writers on numerous occasions for less serious matters, this

 inaction is quite extraordinary.

 Moreover, a historical pamphlet about the deposition of Richard II—

 The First Part of the Life and Raigne of Henry IV, published in 1599—

 resulted in its author being sent to the Tower. We shall dwell on this

 pamphlet a little longer. Its author was Dr. John Haywarde: certainly, his

 initials appear on the title page and his signature appears at the end of the

 dedication to Essex. In 1601 the Queen asked Bacon to write an Apology,

 justifying her conduct in the Essex affair.  (It was published in 1604, after

 Elizabeth's death.)  Now in this Apology Bacon makes references which

 appear at first glance to be to Haywarde's pamphlet. Thus he writes:

 "But I could not prevail with her, though I am persuaded she saw

 plainly whereat I levelled; and she plainly had me in jealousy, that I

 was not hers entirely, but still had some inward and deep respect

 towards my lord, more than stood at that time with her will and

 pleasure. About the same time I remember an answer of mine in a
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matter which had some affinity with my lord's cause, which, though it

grew from me, went after about in others names. For Her Majesty

being mightily incensed with that book which was dedicated to my

lord of Essex, being a story of the first year of King Henry IV, thinking

it a seditious prelude to put into the people's head boldness and faction,

said she had an opinion that there was treason in it, and asked me if I

could not find any places in it which might be drawn within case of

treason: whereto I answered, for treason, surely I found none; but for

felony, very many. And when Her Majesty hastily asked me, Wherein?

I told her the author had committed very apparent theft; for he had

taken most of the sentences of Cornelius Tacitus, and translated them

into English, and put them into his text".

Bacon again refers to the matter in another passage:
"And another time, when the Queen could not be persuaded that it

was his writing whose name was to it, but that it had some more

mischievous author; and said with great indignation, that she would

have him racked to produce his author: I replied, 'Nay, Madam, he is a

doctor; never rack his person, but rack his style; let him have pen, ink,

and paper, and help of books, and be enjoined to continue the story

where it breaketh off, and I will undertake, by collating the styles, to

judge whether he were the author or no'…" (Francis Bacon: Sir Francis

Bacon His Apologie In Certaine Imputations Concerning the Late

Earle of Essex, 1604; available online at http://home.hiwaay.net/~paul/

bacon/misc/apology.html).

Now it is strange that the Queen should believe that the pamphlet was

not by Haywarde but by 'some more mischievous author'. It was tacitly

admitted by Haywarde, and as I have said he went to the Tower for it. In

any case, Haywarde did not borrow from Tacitus, but an examination of

the play of Richard II shows that its author did. But who was the author of

Richard II? According to Bacon, although it went 'after about in others

names', it 'grew from me'.This point is emphasised in another extract

where Bacon refers to the first trial of Essex before the Lords'

Commissioners in 1600 after the Irish fiasco:

"And the lords falling into distribution of our parts, it was allotted to

me, that I should set forth some undutiful carriage of my lord, in giving

occasion and countenance to a seditious pamphlet, as it was termed,

which was dedicated unto him, which was the book before-mentioned

of King Henry the fourth. Whereupon I replied to that allotment, and

said to their lordships, that it was an old matter, and had no manner of

coherence with the rest of the charge, being matters of Ireland, and

therefore that I having been wronged by bruits before, this would

expose me to them more; and that it would be said I gave in evidence

mine own tales."
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The apparent reference here to the pamphlet as 'an old matter' does not

 make sense because it was published in 1599, barely a year before the first

 trial. On the other hand, the play of Richard II had been before the public

 for at least three years and was old from the actors' viewpoint, as indeed

 the earlier quotation about its performance at Essex's house suggests. So

 in this, as in the earlier extracts, Bacon seems to be alluding more to the

 play than the pamphlet, and again he makes claim to authorship by

 referring to 'mine own tales'.

 No satisfactory explanation has ever been offered of Bacon's puzzling

 remarks in this Apology about a work which 'though it grew from me,

 went after about in others names', a work which was in fact one of 'mine

 own tales'. He was certainly not referring to Haywarde's pamphlet, which

 was not the kind of work that Bacon would have written, and in any case it

 did not borrow from Tacitus, whereas Richard II does. Nor has a satisfactory

 explanation even been offered of Shakespeare's immunity from arrest

 over a play about which the Queen herself was offended and which she

 considered possibly treasonable. Haywarde's pamphlet would not have

 been of much use in promoting a rebellion, but a play in which a reigning

 monarch is deposed and murdered on the stage was a dramatic spectacle

 which would have greater appeal to the public and therefore was much

 more dangerous. This immunity is really quite extraordinary, not only in

 relation to this play but also to the dramatist's entire career. To our

 knowledge no attempt was ever made to arrest the playwright for anything

 he wrote. Was it because there was official uncertainty about who he

 really was?

 The Dark Period

 The year 1601 was clearly a very unhappy one in Bacon's life. First,

 the Queen commanded him to participate for the Crown at the trial of a

 man who had been his patron and friend. Second, that friend was executed.

 Then in May, six weeks after the Earl's execution, Bacon's brother Anthony

 died. As well as being a loving brother, Anthony had also been a close

 friend of Essex and may possibly have been privy to the rebellion from his

 sick bed. If Bacon was Shakespeare, we would expect these unhappy

 events to be reflected in the works. And this is precisely what we do find.

 For Shakespeare now entered what critics have called his 'dark period'

 when, to quote Ivor Brown , "only the bleakest tragedy will suffice for his

 beating mind" (Ivor Brown: Shakespeare, 1949, p182).

 The plays written or revised during this period included Julius Caesar,

 Hamlet, Othello, Macbeth, King Lear, Coriolanus, Antony and Cleopatra

 and Troilus and Cressida. A.L. Rowse finds that in this last play "something
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of the relationship between Essex and Southampton appears in that between

the great Achilles and his son Patroclus" (Shakespeare the Elizabethan,

1977, p84). Yet why the events of 1601 should have had such an impact

on William of Stratford has never been clarified. The orthodox claim that

he knew Southampton intimately, despite the total absence of any evidence

to this effect, but Southampton was spared. And why then was William

ignored when Southampton was on trial for his life? Nor is there any shred

of evidence that William of Stratford knew Essex, "whose fortune I cannot

remember without much grief" (Bacon: Apology).

Traces of the Essex affair can indeed be found in many of these plays.

A pertinent example is Antony and Cleopatra. Frequent parallels have

been drawn not only between Antony and Essex but also Cleopatra and

Elizabeth. She is referred to as 'this great fairy' and at one point she

proposes to play billiards. Shakespeare's Cleopatra diverges from that of

Plutarch—like Elizabeth, she has a violent and passionate temperament.

But another parallel is possible: that between Enobarbus and Bacon. The

characters are similar in that both are keen-sighted observers, full of wit

and poetic expressiveness. And of course Enobarbus deserts Antony for

the other side, as Bacon deserted Essex. The desertion itself is handled

poignantly. Moreover, in Plutarch's prose version, Enobarbus dies of

remorse, whereas in the play one of the soldiers says that 'he may recover

yet'. Why does Shakespeare go out of his way to hint at the possible

recovery of Enobarbus when Plutarch says that he died?

Traces of Essex's character can also be seen in Coriolanus. This very

parallel was in fact made in a sermon preached at St. Paul's Cross after

Essex's execution. According to Clarendon, writing about 1621, the preacher

said that Coriolanus was "a gallant, young, but discontented Roman, who

might make a fit parallel for the late Earl, if you read his life". Again,

Virgilia, the wife of Coriolanus, is developed at length by Shakespeare,

though she is merely mentioned in Plutarch. Francis Walsingham, Essex's

wife, was a very similar character to that drawn in the play. Coriolanus

even has a young son—when Plutarch has only 'children'—just as Essex

had a son of ten at his death.

Shakespeare's state of mind during this dark period is most forcibly

expressed in Hamlet, first published in 1603 and again in much amended

form in 1604. It seems fair to say that the playwright put more of himself

into this character than any other up to this date. It is interesting, therefore,

that when Rosencrantz asks Hamlet, "What is the cause of your distemper?"

Hamlet replies: "Sir, I lack advancement". This is a strange remark for a

prince, who is heir to the throne, but it was precisely one of Bacon's main

complaints at this period. And certainly Hamlet's character has many
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similarities to that of Bacon. Thus, in 1605, a year after the long quarto

 appeared, Bacon wrote in a letter to Bodley: "Knowing myself by inward

 calling to be fitter to hold a book than to play a part, I have led my life in

 civil causes; for which I was not fit by nature, and more unfit by the

 preoccupation of my mind".

 It is also generally accepted that Polonius and Laertes are based on the

 Cecils. Rowse says that Shakespeare's dislike of the old Lord Treasurer,

 Burghley, "may well be expressed in the prosy, moralising Polonius, with

 his platitudinous, worldly-wise precepts—just like those he indited for his

 son Robert Cecil, Essex's enemy" (op.cit, p79). This dislike was shared by

 Francis Bacon, even though Burghley was his uncle and Robert Cecil his

 cousin. Thus in a letter to Buckingham in 1616 he writes: "In the time of

 the Cecils, the father and the son, by design and of purpose able men were

 suppressed". Did William of Stratford know the Cecils too? If so, how?

 And where's the evidence?

 Fancy Free

 The accession of James I in 1603 did not bring the immediate realisation

 of Bacon's ambitions, although he was knighted in that year. He sat in the

 first Parliament of the new reign as MP for Ipswich, and in 1605 he

 published his first major acknowledged work, The Advancement of

 Learning, a work which has been described as 'an epic poem in prose'. In

 1606 he married Alice Barnham, the daughter of a London alderman. She

 was barely fourteen, he was forty five. In 1607 he became Solicitor-

 General, a position for which he had waited thirteen years. Until then,

 Bacon had had ample opportunity to write plays. He had no family

 responsibilities until 1606—the marriage itself produced no children

 anyway—and he had no important government post to occupy his time

 until that year. Again, the chronology fits that of the Shakespeare canon,

 for there was a rush of tragedies from 1601 to 1607 and then the output

 slackens considerably.

 Ivor Brown designates Shakespeare's last phase as 'fancy free'. The

 plays of this period, 1608-13, included Cymbeline, The Winter's Tale, The

 Tempest and Henry VIII. Rowse says that the author was "taking things

 more easily now, writing only one play a year against his previous average

 of two" (Shakespeare the Elizabethan, p108). This reduced output can

 again be perfectly well explained in terms of Bacon's increased public

 responsibilities as Solicitor-General. And the orthodox all agree that

 Shakespeare wrote no more plays after 1613, the year in which Bacon

 took over the more onerous post of Attorney-General. Certainly the year

 1613 fits his life better than that of William who, we are usually told,
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retired to Stratford about 1611. Even that date is purely arbitrary and is

chosen because Shakespeare plays were still being performed up to that

date. The evidence in fact suggests that the actor had virtually retired to

his native Stratford as early as 1604, the year in which he is recorded as

having sold malt to Philip Rogers in the town between March and May.

He was also involved in local property dealings in 1605.

A few points about these 'late romances'. First, they dispute the mistaken

notion that only an actor could have written the plays because they are

difficult to stage. Second, the masque features prominently in them, and

Bacon's interest in masques, already noted, was evident as late as 1613,

when he composed The Masque of Flowers for the marriage of Lady

Essex and the Earl of Somerset. Third, the heroines of these plays are

young, artless women, probably much like Bacon's wife who would have

been only nineteen in 1611. Fourth, the original for Cymbeline was

Cunobelinus, who lived in Hertfordshire, the county in which Bacon's

country home was situated. Fifthly, with Henry VIII Shakespeare had

completed a play on every English king from Henry IV except one.

Shakespeare wrote no play on Henry VII, but in 1622 Bacon published a

prose work on his reign, thereby plugging the gap. Anne Righter calls it

"the blood-brother of Shakespeare's history plays".

Finally, the shipwreck in The Tempest is a topical reference to the fate

of the Sea Venture, a ship belonging to the Virginia Company, of which

Bacon was a founder and shareholder. Prospero is generally accepted an

an autobiographical portrait, and as such fits Bacon's life and character

rather well. It is Prospero who tells us that he lost his kingdom through

"being transported and rapt in secret studies", and we have already noted

Bacon's liking for 'secret studies' and the letter to Bodley in which he

emphasises that his literary and speculative preoccupations were an obstacle

to his political career.

Between 1613 and 1621 Bacon rose and fell in public affairs. From

Attorney-General he moved to Lord Keeper in 1617 and in 1618 he was

made Lord Chancellor and created Baron Verulam. However, in 1621 he

was found guilty of taking bribes, barred from all offices and imprisoned

in the Tower, though only for a few days. There is no doubt that he was

deeply upset by the whole affair. He wrote a prayer or psalm, which he did

not publish but left among his papers: "The state and bread of the poor and

oppressed have been precious in mine eyes: I have hated all cruelty and

hardness of heart: I have (though in a despised weed) procured the good of

all men". The phrase in parenthesis, 'in a despised weed', is obscure. It

could refer to his lawyer's gown, but on the other hand it might refer to his

writer's mask or actor's garb. In sonnet 76 Shakespeare writes of keeping
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'invention in a noted weed'. Of course, a weed is also a worthless person.

 Anyhow, it is interesting that Bacon believed he had procured the good of

 all men in this weed, whatever or whoever it was.

 Last Years

 Bacon's last years, from 1621 until his death in 1626, were preoccupied

 with his literary work. Rawley, his chaplain and secretary, tells us that

 "the last five years of his life being withdrawn from civic affairs, he

 employed wholly in contemplation and studies". Much of this work was

 of a revisory nature. Thus the essays were rewritten and expanded, and

 The Advancement of Learning was expanded and translated into Latin.

 Two and a half years after his fall the First Folio of Shakespeare appeared,

 coincidentally also containing numerous revisions and re-writings.

 Moreover, it included 18 plays that had never been published before,

 though some had certainly been acted and must therefore have already

 existed in some written form.

 There are other coincidences concerning the First Folio which might

 connect it with Bacon. Ben Jonson was by now one of Bacon's 'good pens'

 who were helping him to translate his prose works into Latin. We know

 that Jonson was staying with Bacon at Gorhambury in 1621, from where

 he wrote a sonnet on Bacon's 60th birthday which begins:

 "Haile, Happie Genius of this ancient pile!

 How comes it all things so about thee smile?

 The fire, the wine, the men! and in the midst,

 Thou stand'st as if some Mysterie thou didst".

 What mystery? We also know that Jonson was closely connected with

 the publication of the First Folio and indeed wrote much of the introductory

 verses and remarks. It seems, therefore, that at the very time he was

 working for Bacon he was also working on behalf of Shakespeare.

 Furthermore, the Jaggards, who printed the First Folio, also printed some

 of Bacon's prose writings, including the final edition of his Essays in

 1625. They too were working on behalf of both around the same period.

 The Folio bore the dedication to the Earl of Pembroke and his brother

 the Earl of Montgomery, whose family name was Herbert. Now this is

 very curious indeed. Why not to Southampton, who had been Shakespeare's

 patron in his early years and who was still alive even in 1623 (he died in

 1624)? The answer again lies in the life of Bacon. After the Essex affair

 Bacon and Southampton were estranged, but it was not too long before

 Bacon found new friends at court in the Herbert brothers. William, Earl of

 Pembroke, was one of those members of the House of Lords who was
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sympathetic to Bacon at the time of his impeachment. Indeed Bacon

wrote:
"I cannot but acknowledge the moderation and affection his lordship

showed in my business, and desire that of those few his lordship will

still be one for my comfort, in whatsoever may cross his way, for the

furtherance of my private life and fortune".

As for his brother Philip, Bacon wrote that "there is not an honester

man in court than Montgomery". These praises would surely warrant the

inclusion of the phrase 'the incomparable paire' that is found in the Folio's

dedication. All three men had been Council Members and shareholders in

the Virginia and Newfoundland Companies in 1609, so the friendship had

lasted for many years.

If Shakespeare was indeed Bacon's 'weed' or mask, then we should

expect his mental state immediately after his fall to be reflected somewhere

in the First Folio. Arguably, it is there in Timon of Athens. There is no

record of a performance of this play before its appearance in print in the

Folio, so it could well have been written in 1621 or early 1622, and not

during the dark period as is usually suggested. The paging of the Folio

indicates that a space was left blank before the next play, possibly because

Timon was not finished when printing was under way.

In the play Timon is first presented as an Athenian nobleman who

carelessly bestows his money on everyone who applies to him and who

shows extravagant hospitality to his friends from the sheer goodness of his

heart. However, it is soon clear that he no longer has the money to finance

the splendour of his life and is being pressed by creditors. He has no doubt

that his friends will stand by him, so his servants are dispatched to ask

money of those who might consider themselves to be in his debt. But they

all make excuses and refuse to lend him anything. He then sends out

invitations to a final feast. When the dishes are uncovered they are found

to contain nothing but warm water which Timon proceeds to throw in his

guests' faces, with an abusive speech which ends:

"Burn house! sink Athens! henceforth hated be

Of Timon, man and all humanity".

In the first scene of Act IV Timon continues in this vein as his opinion

of humanity sinks to even lower depths. As he leaves Athens he reviles it

and all its inhabitants with an incredibly vindictive speech in which he

appeals to the Gods for his hatred for the 'whole race of mankind' to grow.

Meanwhile, Timon's household breaks up as all his servants desert him,

apart from his faithful steward Flavius.

The parallels with Bacon's position are interesting. Like Timon, he was
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shocked by the unexpectedness of his fall. Like Timon, he was reckless in

 money matters. Like Timon, he was excessively hospitable to his friends.

 Like Timon, he spoilt his servants. And, as with Timon's servants, they

 deserted him. Aubrey in his Brief Lives tells us about Bacon that "upon his

 being in disfavour his servants suddenly went away; he compared them to

 the flying of the vermin when the house was falling". Yet, as in Timon's

 case, Bacon's steward Sir Thomas Meautys was one of the few people

 who stood by him in his adversity. These parallels, especially with the

 servants, are very telling, and perhaps in writing Timon Bacon got the

 trauma of his fall out of his system. For it was not long before he

 recovered his spirits.

 Life Summary

 What I have tried to show is that in terms of the people, places and

 events of his life, Francis Bacon was qualified to write Shakespeare.

 Taking the people first, Southampton (two long poems and sonnets),

 Lopez (Merchant of Venice), Perez (Armado in Love's Labour's Lost),

 Florio (Love's Labour's Lost), Caius (Merry Wives of Windsor), Essex,

 Essex's wife, the Queen, the Cecils, Pembroke, Montgomery and Jonson

 are all either connected with the Shakespeare works or find their traces in

 them. Bacon's courtly friends and associates included the Dukes of

 Buckingham and Norfolk, the Earls of Arundel, Derby, Essex, Leicester,

 Northampton, Nottingham, Pembroke, and Montgomery, Shrewsbury,

 Suffolk, Sussex, and Warwick; the Lords Buckhurst, Clinton, Dudley,

 Dorset, Herbert, Howard, Hundson, Rich, Sackville, Sheffield, Strange,

 Willoughby. Many of these people kept theatrical companies. Bacon was

 one of the few who did not keep a theatrical company, even though, as we

 shall see, he was an absolute advocate of the use of stage plays. In any

 case, all these people listed were either personally known to Francis

 Bacon or he had easy access to knowledge of them, and some of them had

 a big influence on his life. Nowhere is there any evidence whatsoever that

 this circle also included, even for a brief period, William of Stratford.

 As regards places, we found that in his early life Shakespeare, like

 Bacon, must have attended Cambridge University and that, like Bacon, he

 must have been to France and possibly also Italy. We could also record

 that Shakespeare seemed to be fond of St. Albans, Bacon's ancestral

 home, because it is mentioned at least 15 times in the plays, whereas

 Stratford is never mentioned. Shakespeare also seemed perfectly at home

 in the Inns of Court and the court itself since many of the plays have these

 settings and were first performed at these venues.
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In terms of events, we may divide Bacon's adult life into six periods.

The Gray's Inn—Twickenham period, from 1579 to about 1595, was a

time when he was devoted to literary work, though nothing of any note

was published under his name. It was during this period that the works of

Shakespeare began to appear in great profusion. During the overlapping

Essex phase, from about 1593 to 1601, Bacon struggled unsuccessfully to

obtain an important Government position. The Shakespeare plays continued

to appear regularly. On one occasion, Bacon was involved with the Queen

in an argument which seemed to involve one of the plays and to which he

refers as one of his 'own tales'. The dark period of Shakespeare's career,

1601 to 1607, was clearly also a dark period in Bacon's life. As Bacon rose

in the state after 1607, so Shakespeare's work first slackened, during the

solicitor-generalship period, and then ceased, during Bacon's further rise

and fall from 1613 to 1621. During the early part of Bacon's last years

from 1621 to 1626, the plays were rewritten, revised, or even possibly

written, for the First Folio.

It is frequently alleged against the Baconian theory that since Francis

was a lawyer, judge, counsellor, MP and confidential adviser to the king

he would not have had the time to write Shakespeare as well as his own

acknowledged writings. Superficially plausible, the reasoning collapses

under closer scrutiny. As to his career in law and politics, it was very

scanty until 1607, when he was forty-six years old and was made Solicitor-

General. His frequent complaint was that he lacked state employment. As

to his acknowledged writings, until the death of Elizabeth, when he was

forty-two, he was known to the general public only as the author of a slim

volume of ten essays. During the same time, however, he was known to

the select circles of the royal court and the Inns of Court as a writer and

contriver of masques. And, strangely, these masques were the only form

in which Bacon had so far openly publicised his lifelong philosophical

project.


